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Never Cheat a Holy Man is my memoir about the three enlightening adventure-filled years in the
mid-60's when my family and I lived in East Pakistan. As "memsahib" my job was to supervise a
Muslim all-male household workforce. When the cook warmed the toast in his armpits and
chilled the chicken in the refrigerator – still alive, I realized I was not communicating adequately. I
acquired new skills mediating between cook and laundryman who were at constant odds. The
1965 India-Pakistan conflict caused particular concern for my friends and me when we were
held at gun point, accused of being spies by Bengali soldiers. The Hindu Holy Man's retracted
blessings, and getting my sari pulled off by a small boy at a village fair were just two instances
that gave me new understanding of this culture so unlike my own. Despite the poverty and
disease I saw, there was much beauty, harmony and humor to appreciate. — Joyce
MuellerAbout the author ―Joyce Mueller, now in her 90's, remembers how it felt to be a
Caucasian, English-speaking, non-Muslim, nurse, wife, and mother confronting a totally
opposite culture. She went from scared and shocked to empathetic and appreciative. Now
widowed, Mrs. Mueller lives on the southern Oregon coast. She is still writing poetry and short
stories.

“Coed Revolution is a fascinating study of the role and representation of female student activists
in the Japanese New Left. Chelsea Szendi Schieder examines the lives and writings of women
who were forgotten and misrepresented, both by media sources of that time and by
contemporary scholars. This is an important contribution to the study of gender and
revolutionary activism during the global 1960s.”―Judy Tzu-Chun Wu, author of, Radicals on the
Road: Internationalism, Orientalism, and Feminism during the Vietnam Era“Coed Revolution
offers new insights into a crucial dimension of 1960s contentions in Japan through a nuanced
examination of both the experience and representation of women in activism during this period.
Chelsea Szendi Schieder brings out the stakes in reconceiving this history within a global frame
in terms that will make her detailed analysis resonate for a wide range of readers. An important
work.”―William Marotti, author of, Money, Trains, and Guillotines: Art and Revolution in 1960s
Japan"An approachable, fascinating study, Coed Revolution provides important scholarship on
gender and politics in post-war Japan and the role media plays in spinning narratives that shape
public opinion.… One hopes Coed Revolution may inspire an English-language anthology of the
women's writing for further study." ―Jan Bardsley, Journal of Contemporary Asia"Coed
Revolution demonstrates how the practice of citation is political and meaningful beyond its
scholarly significance. . . . Such a vital re-framing could alter the ways existing citational practices
replicate liberal interpretations of anti-state violence as illegitimate and support
counterinsurgency and policing in conjunction with academic discourse."―Setsu Shigematsu,



The Sixties --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorChelsea Szendi Schieder
is Associate Professor, Faculty of Economics, Aoyama Gakuin University. --This text refers to the
paperback edition.
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Farewell to Bengal Preface The stories in this memoir are based on true events, as I saw and
felt them during the three years I lived in Southeast Asia with my teen-aged sons and my
husband. A special acknowledgment goes to "Doc," who took us with him on an adventure far
beyond our accustomed American safety net. We learned to balance the tragedies of poverty
and disease that confronted us daily with the humor of everyday situations that confounded us.
We discovered that people are the same, with the same needs and loves, no matter their
culture. If I could throw a great waft of "thank you's" into the sky, they would still not reach all of
the dear folk who have lent their personal stories, their insightful critiques, and their constant
support. I must name just a few: Donna, without whose encouragement in the beginning I would
not have been brave enough to forge ahead; May and Weld and Elma, who listened with endless
patience to every editing, every re-write; Rosaria, Anne, Ginney, John, Lily, Martha, Mary, Mike
and Terry of the Bandon Writers Group ― so supportive, such great listeners and thoughtful
critiquers; Karen, who was generous and helpful with her editing. Most of all, abundant thanks
go to my own dear family of brother and sisters, sons, and grandchildren, who have heard many
of the stories in one form or another--and have encouraged, cajoled, corrected ― and clapped.
Bless 'em. I love remembering, and hope my readers will laugh and cry at the stories, as I still
do. Joyce Mueller Port Orford, Oregon June 1, 2010 PART ONE You cannot cross the
seamerely by staring at the water.Rabindranath Tagore CHAPTER ONE--THE LURE OF
SWEET SPICES “I’ll have pheasant under glass, please,” I said, with the reckless abandon of
one who is not paying the bill.“Ignore prices,” our host had graciously told my husband and me.
“Order whatever you want.”It was hard to ignore any of the prices in this elegant restaurant of
Sausalito. My choice, not at all the most expensive item on the menu, could almost pay for a
girder of the nearby Golden Gate Bridge.The superbly prepared food, the selection of fine wines,
the host’s suave manners and smooth voice—all stage-setting for “the pitch.” The pitcher was Dr.
Rehass from the University of Chicago. It was his job to lure my professor husband into
accepting a two-year appointment in East Pakistan. That country was requesting an advisor for
their teacher-training program, my husband’s area of expertise. Ford Foundation was the
financial backer with University of Chicago supervising.Many worries popped into my mind as
the man talked. ‘We’ve just moved into our new house. Settling in has been hard enough, but



with my nursing job, plus the responsibility of caring for our three teen-aged sons, it would be a
tough go without Doc’s help. He teaches the boys “guy stuff,” such as car and house repair, and
they can talk sports for hours. I don’t know those things. It’s important for them to have him
nearby at this time in their lives. Still, if this position is something he truly wants, feels challenged
by, how can I stand in his way?’ I tried to smother any other feelings.“And, Joyce,” Dr. Rehass
broke into my troubled thoughts, “Ford Foundation prefers that the family of the new advisor
goes with him. You will all be made as comfortable as possible, and of course, schooling will be
arranged for your sons.”I held my breath, hardly daring to believe that he was offering me a ticket
to the land of my most precious fantasies. When I was a young girl, I often roamed the prairies of
my North Dakota home, dreaming the billowy clouds into magic carpets that carried me off to
exotic India. I swayed to the rhythms of twanging sitars and husky pan-pipes. A darkly handsome
maharajah in flowing silk robes wooed me with passion fruits and sweet wine. Silent servants
padded in and out of the palace salon, bowing before us as they did the master’s bidding.Dr.
Rehass kept breaking into my dream sequence with reality details. It was most annoying. He was
describing East Pakistan as being heavily populated, desperately poor.“The flat delta lands with
their many rivers flood every year during monsoon storms and tropical gales. Many thousands
starve to death or die of diseases such as cholera, typhoid fever or tuberculosis.”This was my
exotic India he was talking about. I knew just a little about India’s history, enough to know that
this East Pakistan place, although still East Bengal, was no longer a part of India. In 1947, the
British Commonwealth gave India its independence. Many of the Muslims who lived in West
Bengal moved to East Bengal. Hindus in East Bengal moved to West Bengal. Muslims and
Hindus of other parts of India also changed places, amid terrible strife, but the Muslims now had
their own nation, named Pakistan. To me, it was still my exotic India, but with a new name. I didn’t
like to hear all those bad, sad things Dr. Rehass was saying.“Joyce,” the smooth voice again,
“you will be a memsahib and your husband will be a sahib. Your sons will be chota (small)
sahibs.”That sounded more like it! I had read about the sahibs of Kipling’s India. Sahib was used
as a title of respect, most often for white people, similar to “sir.” A memsahib was his wife.As we
parted that evening, Dr.Rehass said, “I hope to hear soon that you will be joining the Ford
Foundation advisors and their families.”No doubt in my mind, I wanted to be a memsahib. And
my teacher husband sounded eager to meet the challenge of the new teaching assignment. It
might be a tougher decision for our sons, who had just begun to make new friends in their new
schools in a new town. They loved having their own rooms in their brand new home. They had
gone without many things that their peers took for granted. They had helped to keep the family
going by taking on jobs, even at their young ages, so that their father could further his education.
We would need to talk this over as a family. Our sons should have a major part in the decision
making.“Yeah! I don’t have to start university right away.” This from our oldest son, Donn, who
was just graduating from high school, and was eager to test the world.When Douglas, seventeen
months younger, heard that there was no high school for him in Dacca, where we would be
living, he said, “That’s OK. My choice would be to go to the American International School in



New Delhi, India. I know other kids from Davis who go there, and our friend, Dr. Newland will be
the new principal. It won’t be too strange, I guess.”I was delighted that Doug had chosen this
excellent school on his own. He would be among friends right from the start. But it suddenly hit
me that India really was a different country than Pakistan, and my son would be there, not with
me. My fantasy was fading.Steven, age 12, had been reading Kipling’s Jungle Book. Animal
lover that he was, he had become entranced by the character of Riki Tiki Tavi, a mongoose. “If I
can have a pet mongoose, I’ll go any place you want! Oh, boy, a mongoose !” And he raced away
to tell his friends.So it was settled. We gave notice to our employers; sold our new home; sold
our new car; sold, stored, or packed our belongings in preparation for new educational
experiences and grand adventures.We were an electrically charged family of five, jabbering our
fantasies, as we boarded the huge Pan American airplane at San Francisco International Airport
in the summer of 1964. We flew from Hawaii to Japan to Hong Kong, Taiwan, Thailand, and New
Delhi, where we left our dear Douglas (and a broken-off piece of my heart) at his new boarding
school. Then on to Karachi, West Pakistan, and finally Dacca, East Pakistan. It was to be our
home away from home for the next three, not two years, as in the original contract. And three
years beyond that, in West Pakistan. But that’s another story. CHAPTER TWO--FANTASY
SHAKE UP “Passengers! You will buckle into your seats NOW.” The pilot’s deep voice came over
the loud speaker with force. “Pakistan International Airlines will arrive Dacca in ten minutes,
InshaAllah,” [God willing].The petite Pakistan Airlines hostess, her face tight with distress, tried
to settle the passengers.“Please to sit! Please to sit!” she pleaded in her high, timid voice.Most
of the passengers ignored her, continuing to tug at their overhead luggage while pushing against
one another with their hips or shoulders. The most successful shovers juggled into the best
positions for the exit line-up.The pilot’s voice erupted from the loud speaker. “People, we cannot
land until all passengers are seated!”The plane began to circle, dipping at a sharp enough angle
to force the standing passengers back into their seats. The rest of us could finally see down
below.“Look, Mom!” My young son pointed toward the ground. “There isn’t anything but water
with a few Shredded Wheat-looking huts sitting on top. Where will we land?”“Doesn’t look very
promising, does it? But the pilot just said we were about to land so something solid must be
down there.” I hoped I sounded more certain than I felt.One more circle in the sky, and the jet
bounced onto the sticky tarmac of Dacca International Airport. My heart was pounding an erratic
Asian beat as I got in line for the door and the anticipated fresh sweet air of our new tropical
Bengali home.The cabin door pushed outward. I was shoved onto the top landing by the heaving
queue behind me. I grabbed the railing and held on, sucking in a breath. A stench of rotting
wastes whammed my senses. I stumbled down the steps and onto the melting tarred surface of
my “dream of India.”People were swarming everywhere, screeching recognition as they grabbed
relatives from the line of disembarking passengers. The gymnasium-sized flat roof of the airport
building was jammed with waving, yelling people. The walkways overflowed with humanity.How
could they breathe through the body odors, the fumes of waste products?Could they hear their
own words above the shouts, the jangling bells, the honking, burping horns?I forced myself not



to cover my ears, but I couldn’t quell the quaking of my knees. ‘What have we brought on
ourselves,’ I thought. ‘What are we doing here?’My vision fogged. As I felt myself begin to
wobble, a strong hand caught my arm. Startled, I turned to see a handsome young Bengali man
looking at me with concern.“Memsahib,” he said in studied English, “I am Habib from the Ford
Foundation office. Let us go quickly off this tarmac. It is too very much hot for you, I am thinking.
Come.”I felt shaky and lightheaded as he led me, stumbling, into a passenger arrival room where
whirring overhead fans pushed the wet heat into the corners and swallowed the outside
noises.“Thank you so very much, Mr. Habib. This feels far better. The heat and humidity took me
by surprise. Is this where we go through Customs?” I asked, as I looked around for a sign.My
husband and sons, in a similar dazed state, were wandering around the waiting room, peering at
various arrowed posters printed in Bengali, looking for “Customs.”“Not to worry, Memsahib.
Customs handling is in my control. You need only to sign papers after things are declared. Your
sahib and young sahibs will come with me. If you wish, you may rest in the main terminal waiting
lobby.” He pointed to the huge hall at the end of the walkway.“Most new memsahibs find it of
interest to people-watch.”Mr. Habib flashed me a lop-sided grin, so warm and infectious that I
headed for that ocean of people without any hesitation. ‘I can slip in without being noticed,’ I
thought, ‘find a bench out of the way, and observe.’There were no benches. No empty wall
spaces. Only clusters of people crammed together. Mothers yanked their little ones closer.
Husbands moved in as if to protect their families, cornering me with suspicious eyes. I smiled,
hoping to appear friendly.Almost as one, the sea of dark faces turned toward me, watchful,
unsmiling.From the nearest of the clusters, a scrawny Bengali man emerged. Sweat beads
dripped from his jutting chin onto the black hairs of his chest. He sidled toward me, gaping at my
short red hair and pale skin. His brow was grooved with curiosity. Knots of people gave a
collective “whoosh” of breathy surprise.I studied the ceiling.He came closer to examine the
freckles on my sleeveless arms. His eyes slid to my bosom and stayed for inspection. Voices
among the clusters “waa-ed.”I stepped back, smoothed down my blouse, looked at the walls.He
edged forward, rocking sideways, staring at my body—staring, slipping closer, staring. The
people gabbled.I shifted position and searched the floor.Garlicky fumes struck my nose. I
sneezed, and took one giant step back.Whack! The wall. No place to go. My breath came in
wisps. My fingernails dug grooves into my palms.Shaken, then indignant, I looked openly at my
tormentor, and saw him for what he was—no maharajah; just a bold, curious little man, no bigger
than I.I stared directly into his startled eyes, and slid toward him.He blinked and stepped
back.The great hall silenced.I bent forward to examine the moist curling hairs on his narrow
chest.His black eyes bulged. He gulped and turned his attention to the walls.Breathy “Ha’s”
came from the watchers.I leaned in very close to admire the cinnamon-tinged plaid of his lungi,
the skirt-like fabric which wrapped his waist and covered his hips and legs.He choked a cough,
turned and bolted into the masses from which he had come. As though on command, the
clusters turned away from me, the cacophony of their voices beginning again.With my head
high, I sauntered past a wall of coldly-dismissive Bengalis. Once outside, I made a bee-line for



the Customs waiting room, and the re-assurance of my family and Mr. Habib. CHAPTER
THREE--ASIAN REALITY As I opened the door of the Arrival/Customs building, I was greeted
by my two sons. “We were just coming to look for you, Mom. Mr. Habib says that we are ready to
leave the airport.”Amazed, I asked, “How did you get us and all of our luggage cleared so fast,
Mr. Habib? You must be a miracle worker.”The magical Bengali with the demeanor of a New York
business executive tipped his head to one side, gave us a crooked grin and said, “We Asians
have our ways. Now please to follow me. Stay close. Driver will meet us by the car. My assistant
will bring your luggage.”Mr. Habib elbowed a trail through the gawking crowds, who swarmed in
behind us as we inched forward at his heels. The gabbling, the din, the powerful odors were
beginning to overwhelm me. I was gasping and shaking by the time we reached the waiting
English Ford. I plunked onto the gummy leather back seat, relieved at being out of the crowd,
until I realized that the car was totally surrounded by people. I felt like a zoo animal on display, all
of those brown eyes staring in, and gnarly hands pushing through the open windows.The man
behind the steering wheel turned to bob his head. “I am Driver,” he said. “We go now.”He gave
the horn one resounding blast, started the engine and crept the car forward to ease into the
parade of vehicles leaving the airport. People surrounding the car whacked at its hot metal, their
“go ahead” sign. A puff of air came through the windows—hot and acrid—but air. I grabbed in a
breath, and thought, ‘OK, that was just the airport. Airports are always jammed. Soon we will be
at our new home, and the adventure can begin.’Lurching ahead a wheel-turn at a time, we fell in
line with the traffic crawling through the city. In front of us was a fat blue bus, painted with golden
dancing ladies throwing rainbow-hued flowers. Real people sprouted from its windows, perched
on its roof-top and clung to its open door. Its horn trumpeted like a rutting pachyderm, and
whenever the bus sped up, we gagged on the belch of black smoke. The bus passengers
pounded on its sides yelling something that must have meant “Step on it, Turtle Butt.” No way
could the bus driver go faster because a rickety cart piled high with straw was ahead of him in
line. The water buffalo pulling the cart was not a satisfied employee. It stopped often to bellow its
complaints.A bony-chested man, carrying a baby goat around his neck, had been running along
the side of the road. He stopped to beat on the water buffalo, kicking it and screaming
obscenities, interesting enough for a gathering crowd to cheer him on.I found myself being
drawn into this disorganized beehive. I could almost ignore the heat, the din, the dirt, the stench.
These were just people—a lot of people—going about their daily lives, hurrying to get “there,” as
frustrated as people in traffic jams back home.As we approached a main boulevard, a shower of
red blossoms fluttered onto the front of the car, brought down by a youngster who had climbed
out onto an over-hanging tree limb. Ahead I could see a long parade of towering red-blossomed
trees. Low-growing Bird-of-Paradise flowers decorated the boulevard. A great banyan tree
reached out to lay its shadows on the road.‘What a beautiful tropical land we have come to,’ I
thought. ‘It must have been exhaustion and shock from the heat that shook me so much. My
fantasy, my dream of India—it really is here, waiting to be explored!’Under the low-stretching
arms of the banyan tree, a tiny woman held up her bowl to shake it at me. The piteous wail in her



voice crushed my heart. Other emaciated old women sat nearby, rocking their bodies as they
held up their bowls. They, too, wailed. A shirtless hunchback stepped off the road near the
women. He lifted his lungi to his knees to let a steamy yellow puddle form in the hot red dust. A
young mother, sitting cross-legged close by the others, casually brushed dust and urine flecks
from her infant’s head as she put it to breast. A howling naked toddler jumped up and down,
tugging at his mother’s arm. His protruding belly and coarse reddish hair told the tale of
malnutrition.I covered my eyes with my hands and sank back into the hot seat, drowning in the
misery I was seeing.‘What have we done? What have we done! How can I bear this sad place?’ I
moaned.My head bobbed, jerking me awake. Driver was saying, “...your street. We are almost
there.”I tried to shake away the haze. Had I really missed the entire ride through the city? But
when the vision returned of those pathetic sights I had just seen, I was grateful for the
reprieve.We had entered a pleasant-looking residential area with tall flowering trees. But the
houses all had high compound walls with barbed wire or pointed ends of broken glass jutting
upwards. Dirty water ran down an open drain between the road and the wall. It had the stench of
a sewer.Our car turned onto a graveled driveway, and stopped at a closed black iron gate which
had a see-through filigreed pattern. Driver honked the horn two loud toots. A small wiry man in
long khaki shirt and pants, jumped out from a shady spot next to the house. He slipped into
leather sandals, grabbed a lethal-looking staff, and hurried over to swing open the gate. Having
completed his duty, he stood at attention, right hand to forehead.“Driver, why is that man
saluting?” I asked.Driver waggled his head. “He used to be a military man. Now he is chowkidar.
He guards the house. So he always salutes.”Sahib, also once a “military man,” returned the
chowkidar’s salute.The house, built of whitewashed brick, had two stories, screened wide
verandahs and a covered carport. It looked beckoningly cool. But -- BARS were in every window!
Decorative, yes, but black metal bars.Before I could ask about the bars, a stream of white-
shirted men marched from the verandah that ran along the front of the house. They lined up in a
neat row at the sidewalk’s edge and salaamed as we climbed out of the car.“Driver, who are all
these people?” I asked, my apprehension growing. High compound walls; a saluting guard at the
closed, metal gate; bars at the windows. Are these men here to spy on us, or to protect us from
something? CHAPTER FOUR--A PROFUSION OF MALES “These people are your servants.”
Driver answered my question so curtly that I realized I had offended him. “My name is William. I
am Sahib’s assigned driver. Memsahib’s, too, when Sahib does not require my services.”“I’m so
sorry, William. I thought ‘Driver’ was your name.”That unintentional insult had not been a good
beginning, and there was yet a long line of men to meet—the ones William had called “our
servants.” Would I manage to insult them all?The world was spinning around me in humid waves
of heat. I tried to smile and nod as I walked past the line-up, just managing to climb the verandah
steps and into the cool house before collapsing on the lumpy cushion of a teak settee. Gratefully,
I accepted a tall perspiring glass of a liquid green something. No idea what it was. It could have
been grass juice, goat pee, or hemlock, whatever. It was wet, and I needed wet, so I gulped it
down. Its tanginess was delicious.“Nimbu pani [limeade], Memsahib. Good for you to feel better.



Welcome to Dacca.”The sturdy-looking youngish man gave me a shy grin. “I am Kobad,
Memsahib—bearer, [butler] keep house clean. Help Memsahib, Sahib, Chota Sahibs.”The
remaining men whom I had seen outside were now lining up in front of us. Kobad pulled a young
lad out from behind him. “Here is Hossain, Kobad helper, helps to clean in house.”Hossain’s chin
was almost rubbing the skin off his chest with shyness. The older man whispered to him. The
boy looked up at me through long black lashes and nodded a jerky acknowledgement,
immediately returning to his sleeping chicken position.Kobad appeared clean and tidy in a long
white shirt and loose pants. Hossain’s T-shirt and frayed checkered lungi were soiled and
rumpled. I looked around at the large, many-windowed room with its high ceilings, and thought,
‘This room is spacious, but from what I have seen so far the place is no palace. Why do I need a
butler? Why does the butler need a butler’s helper?’The next man to step up was surely the
cook. His short white shirt stuck way out from his ample belly. I hoped we would like his cooking
as well as he appeared to.“I am Jahir Bux, pukka [very best] cook and majordomo,” he stated
with an outward thrust of his large chest and heavy shoulders. ‘Oh my,’ I thought, ‘this fellow’s
arrogance is in full bloom.’Jahir Bux shoved a youngster toward me. He looked to be about ten
years old. “Me, Isham, cook helper,” he announced in a proud little kid voice.

I bent forward to examine the moist curling hairs on his narrow chest.His black eyes bulged. He
gulped and turned his attention to the walls.Breathy “Ha’s” came from the watchers.I leaned in
very close to admire the cinnamon-tinged plaid of his lungi, the skirt-like fabric which wrapped
his waist and covered his hips and legs.He choked a cough, turned and bolted into the masses
from which he had come. As though on command, the clusters turned away from me, the
cacophony of their voices beginning again.With my head high, I sauntered past a wall of coldly-
dismissive Bengalis. Once outside, I made a bee-line for the Customs waiting room, and the re-
assurance of my family and Mr. Habib. CHAPTER THREE--ASIAN REALITY As I opened the
door of the Arrival/Customs building, I was greeted by my two sons. “We were just coming to
look for you, Mom. Mr. Habib says that we are ready to leave the airport.”Amazed, I asked, “How
did you get us and all of our luggage cleared so fast, Mr. Habib? You must be a miracle
worker.”The magical Bengali with the demeanor of a New York business executive tipped his
head to one side, gave us a crooked grin and said, “We Asians have our ways. Now please to
follow me. Stay close. Driver will meet us by the car. My assistant will bring your luggage.”Mr.
Habib elbowed a trail through the gawking crowds, who swarmed in behind us as we inched
forward at his heels. The gabbling, the din, the powerful odors were beginning to overwhelm me.
I was gasping and shaking by the time we reached the waiting English Ford. I plunked onto the
gummy leather back seat, relieved at being out of the crowd, until I realized that the car was
totally surrounded by people. I felt like a zoo animal on display, all of those brown eyes staring in,
and gnarly hands pushing through the open windows.The man behind the steering wheel turned
to bob his head. “I am Driver,” he said. “We go now.”He gave the horn one resounding blast,
started the engine and crept the car forward to ease into the parade of vehicles leaving the



airport. People surrounding the car whacked at its hot metal, their “go ahead” sign. A puff of air
came through the windows—hot and acrid—but air. I grabbed in a breath, and thought, ‘OK, that
was just the airport. Airports are always jammed. Soon we will be at our new home, and the
adventure can begin.’Lurching ahead a wheel-turn at a time, we fell in line with the traffic
crawling through the city. In front of us was a fat blue bus, painted with golden dancing ladies
throwing rainbow-hued flowers. Real people sprouted from its windows, perched on its roof-top
and clung to its open door. Its horn trumpeted like a rutting pachyderm, and whenever the bus
sped up, we gagged on the belch of black smoke. The bus passengers pounded on its sides
yelling something that must have meant “Step on it, Turtle Butt.” No way could the bus driver go
faster because a rickety cart piled high with straw was ahead of him in line. The water buffalo
pulling the cart was not a satisfied employee. It stopped often to bellow its complaints.A bony-
chested man, carrying a baby goat around his neck, had been running along the side of the
road. He stopped to beat on the water buffalo, kicking it and screaming obscenities, interesting
enough for a gathering crowd to cheer him on.I found myself being drawn into this disorganized
beehive. I could almost ignore the heat, the din, the dirt, the stench. These were just people—a
lot of people—going about their daily lives, hurrying to get “there,” as frustrated as people in
traffic jams back home.As we approached a main boulevard, a shower of red blossoms fluttered
onto the front of the car, brought down by a youngster who had climbed out onto an over-
hanging tree limb. Ahead I could see a long parade of towering red-blossomed trees. Low-
growing Bird-of-Paradise flowers decorated the boulevard. A great banyan tree reached out to
lay its shadows on the road.‘What a beautiful tropical land we have come to,’ I thought. ‘It must
have been exhaustion and shock from the heat that shook me so much. My fantasy, my dream of
India—it really is here, waiting to be explored!’Under the low-stretching arms of the banyan tree,
a tiny woman held up her bowl to shake it at me. The piteous wail in her voice crushed my heart.
Other emaciated old women sat nearby, rocking their bodies as they held up their bowls. They,
too, wailed. A shirtless hunchback stepped off the road near the women. He lifted his lungi to his
knees to let a steamy yellow puddle form in the hot red dust. A young mother, sitting cross-
legged close by the others, casually brushed dust and urine flecks from her infant’s head as she
put it to breast. A howling naked toddler jumped up and down, tugging at his mother’s arm. His
protruding belly and coarse reddish hair told the tale of malnutrition.I covered my eyes with my
hands and sank back into the hot seat, drowning in the misery I was seeing.‘What have we
done? What have we done! How can I bear this sad place?’ I moaned.My head bobbed, jerking
me awake. Driver was saying, “...your street. We are almost there.”I tried to shake away the haze.
Had I really missed the entire ride through the city? But when the vision returned of those
pathetic sights I had just seen, I was grateful for the reprieve.We had entered a pleasant-looking
residential area with tall flowering trees. But the houses all had high compound walls with barbed
wire or pointed ends of broken glass jutting upwards. Dirty water ran down an open drain
between the road and the wall. It had the stench of a sewer.Our car turned onto a graveled
driveway, and stopped at a closed black iron gate which had a see-through filigreed pattern.



Driver honked the horn two loud toots. A small wiry man in long khaki shirt and pants, jumped
out from a shady spot next to the house. He slipped into leather sandals, grabbed a lethal-
looking staff, and hurried over to swing open the gate. Having completed his duty, he stood at
attention, right hand to forehead.“Driver, why is that man saluting?” I asked.Driver waggled his
head. “He used to be a military man. Now he is chowkidar. He guards the house. So he always
salutes.”Sahib, also once a “military man,” returned the chowkidar’s salute.The house, built of
whitewashed brick, had two stories, screened wide verandahs and a covered carport. It looked
beckoningly cool. But -- BARS were in every window! Decorative, yes, but black metal
bars.Before I could ask about the bars, a stream of white-shirted men marched from the
verandah that ran along the front of the house. They lined up in a neat row at the sidewalk’s edge
and salaamed as we climbed out of the car.“Driver, who are all these people?” I asked, my
apprehension growing. High compound walls; a saluting guard at the closed, metal gate; bars at
the windows. Are these men here to spy on us, or to protect us from something? CHAPTER
FOUR--A PROFUSION OF MALES “These people are your servants.” Driver answered my
question so curtly that I realized I had offended him. “My name is William. I am Sahib’s assigned
driver. Memsahib’s, too, when Sahib does not require my services.”“I’m so sorry, William. I
thought ‘Driver’ was your name.”That unintentional insult had not been a good beginning, and
there was yet a long line of men to meet—the ones William had called “our servants.” Would I
manage to insult them all?The world was spinning around me in humid waves of heat. I tried to
smile and nod as I walked past the line-up, just managing to climb the verandah steps and into
the cool house before collapsing on the lumpy cushion of a teak settee. Gratefully, I accepted a
tall perspiring glass of a liquid green something. No idea what it was. It could have been grass
juice, goat pee, or hemlock, whatever. It was wet, and I needed wet, so I gulped it down. Its
tanginess was delicious.“Nimbu pani [limeade], Memsahib. Good for you to feel better. Welcome
to Dacca.”The sturdy-looking youngish man gave me a shy grin. “I am Kobad, Memsahib—
bearer, [butler] keep house clean. Help Memsahib, Sahib, Chota Sahibs.”The remaining men
whom I had seen outside were now lining up in front of us. Kobad pulled a young lad out from
behind him. “Here is Hossain, Kobad helper, helps to clean in house.”Hossain’s chin was almost
rubbing the skin off his chest with shyness. The older man whispered to him. The boy looked up
at me through long black lashes and nodded a jerky acknowledgement, immediately returning to
his sleeping chicken position.Kobad appeared clean and tidy in a long white shirt and loose
pants. Hossain’s T-shirt and frayed checkered lungi were soiled and rumpled. I looked around at
the large, many-windowed room with its high ceilings, and thought, ‘This room is spacious, but
from what I have seen so far the place is no palace. Why do I need a butler? Why does the butler
need a butler’s helper?’The next man to step up was surely the cook. His short white shirt stuck
way out from his ample belly. I hoped we would like his cooking as well as he appeared to.“I am
Jahir Bux, pukka [very best] cook and majordomo,” he stated with an outward thrust of his large
chest and heavy shoulders. ‘Oh my,’ I thought, ‘this fellow’s arrogance is in full bloom.’Jahir Bux
shoved a youngster toward me. He looked to be about ten years old. “Me, Isham, cook helper,”



he announced in a proud little kid voice.Isham looked even dirtier than Hossain. He was cute,
with a toothy grin and wavy hair, but he would not be working in my kitchen unless he cleaned
himself up! ‘Besides, does the cook really need a helper?’Mentally, I tapped these “servants” off
on my fingers: driver, William; butler, Kobad; his helper, Hossain; cook and “chairman” of the
servants [majordomo] Jahir Bux; his helper, Isham.Another fellow was still in the line-up,
although off to one side. He wore a frayed but clean white shirt. His lungi was a brown checkered
fabric which knotted up so high on his waist that his dark knobby knees showed.Jahir Bux jerked
his head toward the young man. “He is James, Christian. Cleans floors and bathrooms. No
Muslim clean those places .. in.. in,” he hesitated, “in Englishman house.”James never looked up,
but he shuffled his feet and nodded slightly, sliding a little farther away from the others still
standing there.As Sahib started to give a greeting speech, another lad poked his head through
the door of the back verandah. He looked intently at me but waited for Kobad’s
introduction.“Joseph, Christian, is mali—does garden working.” Then Kobad flicked the middle
finger of his right hand toward Joseph, who immediately withdrew.“Is that everyone, Kobad?”
Surely it had to be!“Yes no, Memsahib. Chowkidar come.”Ali, the gate-keeper and night guard
we had seen earlier, marched into the room and saluted Sahib, his new Commandant.He turned
sharply, cracked his dusty bare heels together and marched from the room as if he were on
parade.“Is that IT, Kobad?”“Hahgee, Memsahib. IT!” He waggled his neck in the Asian “maybe
yes, maybe no” manner, which, at the time I mistook for an assured “yes.”Before numbness set
in, I decided to follow a curving stairway that led to the second floor. I found the laundry room, a
bedroom-sitting room with lavatory, and a lounge area. Half of the second story had no roof. It
was surrounded on three sides with a low retaining wall. The intense sun rays had charred the
graveled surface of the open area so much that it made snap-crackle noises when I stepped
onto it. I hurried back to the lounge room to flop onto the flowery cushions of a well-used
chaise.‘Now this I could get used to,’ I thought, as I lay back for a bit of jet lag repair.Out of my
mist came a voice from the stairs. “Memsahib, Kobad espeak. Dhobi come.”“All right, Kobad,
bring it on, whatever it is.” I laid back, eyes closed, too tired to care.“Memsahib!” A shrill voice
shaved my nerves, bringing me upright, and almost bumping noses with a tiny Bengali man,
whose nose-wart hair tickled my face.“Memsahib, Hassam here. Dhobi.” The word ‘dhobi’
seemed to stimulate him to growth. He stood up stick-straight, chin lifted, chest expanding like
an inflating balloon.“Best wash clothes in Dacca!” He swaggered with this statement. “Wash two
days your house. What two days?”I had no idea what days. Having just arrived in Dacca, I knew
nothing of the schedules. I had not even known someone else would be washing our clothes.
Grasping for the memsahib reality, I threw out, “Tuesdays and Fridays should be
fine.”“Memsahib!” Add harsh to shrill. “Muslims go mosque Fritys. Hassam Muslim.”“Oh, sorry,
Hassam. Then you choose—except Sundays. Christians go church Sunday. Memsahib
Christian.”I wasn’t sure that this Muslim country allowed churches for Westerners. But I, the
Memsahib, should establish something, I supposed.“Ahcha, I come Toosty, Satidy.” Pause.
“Memsahib, this excellent dhobi not wash cook’s dirty clothes. This dhobi not like cook.”I leaned



forward, scowling, “Of course you will wash cook’s uniforms! They need to be very clean
because he will be preparing our food.”
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Peggy Gardner, “An Enchanting Memoir. The voice of Joyce Mueller in her audio memoir
enchants--as does her prose. The process of adapting to a different culture can be taxing and
rewarding. This author takes the reader into her new world with the joy to be found through a
sympathetic and loving perspective. The effect is sheer delight.”

Stephanie, “Beautiful Memoir. Having parents that lived abroad I was always hungry for them to
share their memories. I'm so grateful Ms. Mueller has shared these beautiful stories, they have
touched my heart and left me longing for more. I can only hope she writes a follow up of her time
in Lahore. Anyone longing to live abroad can do so vicariously through Ms. Mueller's vivid
recollection of her years in Dacca. Should I ever get an opportunity to travel, I hope I can do so
as graciously as the author as she recounts the ups and downs of living overseas.”

Stanley Avery, “Joyce Mueller's "Never Cheat a Holy Man" was a refreshing .... Joyce Mueller's
"Never Cheat a Holy Man" was a refreshing departure from everything! Her book is truly unique.
She transported me to a place and time, where I laughed with her and cried with her and finally
mourned her sentimental departure from that mystical land of early Pakistan.  Theresa”

Just saying, “Fascinating and fun. My idea of adventure is to snuggle up in my cozy chair and
read someone else's close encounters with baffling language barriers, cultural collisions,
cobras and pythons, a naughty mongoose, impenetrable thickets of bureaucracy, teeming
steaming crowds, deadly epidemics, a war, and all that stuff. This book was an adventure that
swung back and forth between hilarious and harrowing as I read of Joyce Mueller's three years
in Pakistan during the 1960's, with her husband and three boys. She writes with a breezy style
that gives one a heady experience of the sights, sounds, smells, and tastes she encountered. I
admire people who go on real adventures and write great reads like this one for the delight of
armchair travelers like me.”

Andrea, “Three cheers and five stars for Never Cheat A Holy Man, and Joyce Mueller. I could
listen to Joyce Mueller tell her stories all day long. She made me laugh so often, all the while
educating me to what life is like in East Pakistan, a part of the world I am unlikely to ever visit
except through her eyes and experiences. It is hard to believe that this clear strong voice
belongs to a 92 year-old woman, and that these memories, so fresh in her mind, are so well
written and fully engaging to the listener. I loved just closing me eyes and taking the journey with
her. I wish all books grabbed me as much as this one.  And once is not enough!”

Ginney Etherton, “A beautiful paperback. I'm so glad Ms. Mueller make this wonderful story
available in paperback form, as well as the audio book and Kindle versions. Now I can pick it up
and read my favorite chapters anytime. There is so much to ponder and enjoy throughout the



whole book.”

patnmike49, “Great stories of the East told with humor.. Joyce Mueller is a gifted storyteller who
humorously entertains as well as educates for young and old. I want to give a copy of this to my
grandkids.”

The book by Sigal Adler has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 8 people have provided feedback.
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